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Practical Approaches in Application Service Provider: A Comparative Study Abhisek Ukil, Student Member, IEEE, Rastko Zivanovic, Member, IEEE



Abstract—Application Service Providers offer individuals or enterprises access to software applications and related support services over the Internet. Obtaining these applications, services, solutions from an outside supplier is a cost-effective solution to the demands of systems ownership: up-front capital expenses, implementation challenges, and a continuing need for maintenance, upgrades and customization. Thus Application Service Provider is a very promising technology suited for cost-effective, competitive information technology marketplace. In this paper, various aspects of Application Service Provider are discussed. Also, the key technologies for Application Service Provider, viz. Web Services, Thin Client Computing and special tool are discussed in details in a comparative manner. This paper presents the framework of Application Service Providers with application examples in power systems domain. Index Terms—Application service provider, Thin client computing, Web services.
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I. INTRODUCTION



PPLICATION Service Provider (ASP) is a third-party entity that manages and distributes software-based applications, services and solutions to customers across a wide area network (WAN) e.g., Internet from a central data center. Basically, ASPs are Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) or Internet Service Providers (ISPs) that are now using the Internet as the delivery vehicle to make software applications available. Delivering access to applications in this manner allows small to medium enterprises to eliminate the time and costs associated with installing, managing and supporting new applications. In the scope of this paper, we will discuss about ASPs and some key technologies related to it. The main aim of this paper is to discuss in a comparative manner practical approaches in ASP. This is substantiated by practical application examples in the power systems domain. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, various aspects of ASPs are reviewed. In Section III, Web Services technology for ASPs is discussed in details. In Section IV, we discuss the Thin Client Computing tools for ASPs in a comparative manAbhisek Ukil is with the Tshwane University of Technology, Pretoria 0001, South Africa. (phone: +27-72 736 9557; fax: +27-12-460 7440; e-mail: [email protected]). Rastko Zivanovic is with the Tshwane University of Technology, Pretoria 0001, South Africa. (phone: +27-12-460 7440; fax: +27-12-460 7440; e-mail: [email protected]).



ner. A specialized tool for ASPs is discussed in Section V. In Section VI, application of the ASP technologies are discussed for prospective applications in the power systems domain and conclusions are given in Section VII. II. OVERVIEW OF ASP ASPs provide a contractual service offering to deploy, host, manage and rent access to an application from a centrally managed facility. In the following sections, we will discuss various aspects of ASP. A. ASP Categories Generally ASPs are broken down into five categories [1]: • Enterprise ASPs - deliver high-end business applications. • Local/Regional ASPs - supply wide variety of application services for smaller businesses in a local area. • Specialist ASPs - provide applications for a specific need, such as Web site services or human resources. • Vertical Market ASPs - provide support to a specific industry, such as healthcare. • Volume Business ASPs - supply general small/medium-sized businesses with prepackaged application services in volume. B. Benefits There are many benefits of renting applications over the Internet rather than maintaining the software and hardware on site. Some of them are: • Alleviates shortage of information technology (IT) employees. • Under the ASP model there is no need to make large up-front payments for software licenses and hardware. Instead, a monthly subscription fee is paid and thus the IT costs can be spread over time. • Access to high-end applications which otherwise might not be affordable. • Guaranteed performance and uptime. • Faster implementation and shorter product cycle. • Enhanced security. C. Key Features Currently, many vendors are trying to ASP enable their applications so that they can be delivered through the ASP model. Enabling them in this way is sometimes a difficult task



and must conform to certain features of ASPs for successful ASP operation. Some of these are mentioned below. • Type of Customer The user can be a large, medium or small company, or a home-user. • Reliability Better application reliability than internal IT organizations. • Cost Saving Cost saving is one of the key issues as customers save between 33% and 53% [1] over purchasing and managing the hardware and software for the application themselves. • Flexible Payment scheme & Agreement Several payment models should be offered, e.g., payment per usage/CPU-usage: computing power/per time/per result, etc. This should be done by a structured service-level agreement (SLA) [1] which is a contractual obligation between an ASP and its clients. • Kinds of Application The applications should be web-enabled, profitable and of interest for the clients. • Availability The application and its infrastructure should always be available around the clock, seven days a week under unusually high loads and other issues. • Security A secure access method should be offered for usage, maintenance as well as for data transfer with strong data encryption technology (secure protocol e.g., HTTPS, SSH2, secure copy, Virtual Private Network (VPN) etc). • Load balancing During the high peak time the same performance should be guaranteed at the same quality-level. • Multi-user capability The Solution should be able to handle multiple remote user connectivity simultaneously. • Adequate Bandwidth Bandwidth should be adequate to support the required number of remote operations. • Universal operation There should not be any dependency on the operating system unless the ASP is aimed for platform-specific application(s). • Strong Customer Service Because ASP is web-based and replaces in-house software applications, customer service is very critical and much needed. Customer service should be technically strong, flexible, available round the clock and in various modes (Internet based, telephonic, fax etc). • High-quality Management High-quality management is required for the technical as well as administrative issues for smooth and successful operation. D. Key Technologies The key technologies for ASPs highlighted in the scope of this paper are: • Web Services



• •



Thin Client Computing: Tarantella®, Terminal Services, Citrix® WinConnect® Server XP™ technology



Windows®



III. WEB SERVICES A. Introduction A Web Service provides service at some level, primarily being used as a means for businesses to communicate with each other and with clients. Web services allow organizations to communicate data without intimate knowledge of each other's IT systems behind the firewall and describes a standardized way of integrating Web-based applications using the XML, SOAP, WSDL and UDDI open standards [2] over an Internet protocol backbone. Primary advantage of a web service is low cost on investment compared to explicit licensing of software. Also, it eases the information management and staff involvement as the web service provider is responsible for software updates, patches, version control, security concerns, back-up policy and the like. Also, web service provides an open module concept i.e., possibility for further extension of the service as required. So, the main concerns for web service are the control of data, security of operation, sharing of responsibility and the like. These can be managed by handling access via strong authentication, access control lists, shadowed password database etc [2]. B. Web Service Technology Unlike the traditional client-server models, such as a Web server-Web page system, Web services do not provide the user with a graphical user interface (GUI). Web services instead share business logic, data and processes through a programmatic interface across a network. Web services allow different applications from different sources to communicate with each other without time-consuming custom coding, and because all communication is in extensible markup language (XML), Web services are not tied to any one operating system or programming language. For example, Java™ can talk with Perl™, Windows® applications can talk with UNIX® applications. Also, it is possible to use secure protocols for data transmission e.g., SSH2, HTTPS etc for web service connectivity. Tunneling of the corporate network is possible and terminal emulation is also possible for web and X-Windows® based applications [3]. C. Web Service Architecture Web services communicate with clients by exchanging XML documents. The use of the XML standard means that clients can retrieve data from a web service without having knowledge of the technology underlying the data source. Clients connect to a web service-published data source, execute a request, and receive response data formatted as an XML document, but are unaware of underlying protocols, component models, application programming interfaces (APIs), and operating systems as shown in Fig. 1 [3].



In Fig. 1, business-to-business (B2B) applications are linked to the Enterprise Java Beans (EJB): sessions, entity and databases via the web service based on XML documents. Web service provides the feedback via the presentation server which is a web application that transforms XML documents into documents that are appropriate for the client type, for example hypertext markup language (HTML) or wireless markup language (WML) documents. Internally, the web service architecture depends on Request-Response mechanism [3] as described below.



Fig. 1. XML-based Interface to Back-End Services



When a web service receives a client request, it forwards the request in the form of an XML document (the XML input document) to the appropriate XML operation. The XML operation calls one or more methods on business components. The XML operation transforms the return values of these method calls into an XML document (the XML output document) and returns it. When an XML operation is executed, the web service: 1. Parses the XML input document, mapping the document’s elements to the parameters of the methods that the XML operation is defined to call. 2. Calls the methods defined in the XML operation, in their specified order. 3. Formats return values of the methods into an XML output document according to the definition of the XML operation. 4. Returns the XML output document. Request-Response mechanism is depicted in Fig. 2.



D. Web Service Building Blocks According to standards specified in web service arena, web service basic building blocks are: • Describing Web Services: Web Service Description Language (WSDL) WSDL [4] describes not only the possible operations (including messages, parameters, return values, complex types) but also how to access them (binding information, ports, port Types). WSDL documents look a lot like remote procedure call (RPC), components or distributed objects, interface description language (IDL) but they are defined in XML. • Publishing Web Service Metadata: Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) The Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) standard [5] defines how to publish business information and associated technical service descriptions relating to Web Services. • Transporting Information: Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [6] is generally agreed on as the underlying transport for Web Services. It carries messages and their parameters encoded as XML and can send messages synchronously (over hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP)) or asynchronously (over email, file transfer protocol (FTP) or mobile multicast protocol (MoM)). The SOAP specification defines the XML tags used to delimit the message structure and header elements. • Extensible Markup Language (XML), Electronic Business XML (ebXML) XML is a set of rules for defining semantic tags that break a document into parts and identify the different parts of the document. It is a meta-markup language that defines a syntax used to define other domain-specific, semantic, structured markup languages [7]. E. Web Service Development Forte™ for Java™ [3] integrated development environment (IDE) module provides powerful technology that enables to publish back-end business services over the World Wide Web as web services. On the server side, the user will need to create a language binding [3], implement the functionality and then register or create registry information. On the client side, the user will need to create a language proxy [3] and then call methods or send messages. IV. THIN CLIENT COMPUTING Many companies wished to return to the economies of the "expensive" centralized computing environment they had abandoned because of the ongoing support costs for ClientServer technology. The concept of deploying Java™ programs to simple network attached computers (NCs) running software from a central server was developed. Java™ would provide a modern, colourful, windowing user interface at the workstations, and the workstations would have their own computing power for good performance. But all the software would live



Fig. 2. Simplified Service-Client Request-Response mechanism



back on the central server where it could be easily and inexpensively maintained. This is the concept of modern Thin Client Computing. Three different thin client computing solutions are discussed in the following sections. A. Tarantella® Tarantella® [8] software provides fast, secure remote access to all server based applications, including those hosted on Microsoft® Windows® NT Terminal Services, Microsoft® Windows® 2000 servers, all UNIX® and Linux servers, Mainframes and AS/400® servers. Using standard graphical and character protocols, such as Microsoft® RDP, X11, VT, TN3270 and TN5250, Tarantella® software ensures full compatibility with all application servers, now and in the future. It allows users to quickly give access to all required applications without resorting to development work. It allows employees, customers or partners to have fast application access, locally or remotely, all through the simplicity of a web browser. When a user logs on to the Tarantella® server (just like accessing any other Web page on the Internet), Tarantella® looks to see if user has the client Java™ application, if not, it is automatically downloaded to the workstation (only about 280K). The company's Web applications menu then loads into the browser screen. The user can start any applications offered by the company by simply pointing to the icon and clicking [8]. All administrative updates are managed centrally on Tarantella® servers, by designated Tarantella® Administrators. Without visiting either the application servers or the client devices, Administrators can publish applications to users and make them immediately available for use. Administration uses the directory service model, with objects representing people and resources within an organization, arranged in a hierarchy that mirrors the structure of the organization. Each user has his/her own webtop: i.e., the "application launchpad" [8]. The webtop travels with the user i.e., it does not remain with the client device. Users can access their own personalized webtop from any client device with a network connection to the Tarantella® server. Applications run on servers, not on client devices, and can be made resumable: this means that users can log out of their webtop without exiting the application. Later, they can resume the same application from any client device, and pick up where they left off. Working principle of Tarantella® is depicted in Fig. 3 [8]. B. Windows® Terminal Services Windows® Terminal Services (WTS) [9] is Microsoft's® "thin client" strategy. One popular use of WTS is running, say a centralized Windows® accounting program, and using WTS to serve up decent performance at remote offices. This avoids having to start over with a new UNIX® based or Client-Server accounting program when a business opens new branches. C. Citrix® Citrix® Metaframe® XP™ [10] Presentation Server centrally manages enterprise applications and accesses them from



Fig. 3. Tarantella® Working Principle



anywhere. Citrix® Metaframe® XP™ is the easiest way to manage enterprise applications from a central location and access them from anywhere. The foundation of the Citrix® Metaframe® Access Suite, Metaframe® XP™ Presentation Server is world’s most widely deployed presentation server for centrally managing Windows®, Web and legacy applications and delivering their functionality as a service to workers, wherever they may be. Metaframe® XP™ Presentation Server is certified to run on Windows® 2000 and 2003 Servers, and supports virtually any custom or commercially packaged Windows® applications. V. WINCONNECT® SERVER XP™ WinConnect® Server XP™ [11] enables a Windows® XP™ computer (Host PC) to allow up to 21 remote desktop sessions. It allows Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) [12] 4.0, 5.0 and 5.1-enabled Thin Client devices (such as Terminals, Internet/Information Appliances, Tablet PCs and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs)) to connect to a Host PC to run Windows® applications simultaneously and independently. WinConnect® takes advantage of Microsoft's® Remote Desktop Connection (RDC) [12] technology, which allows a user on a remote PC to log on to a host Windows® XP™ system. Such a remote user can use applications, printers and Internet connections running on the host, and store data on the host's hard drive exactly as if the user were sitting at the host system. The remote system does not have to be a purpose-built thin client device. It can be any PC running RDC client software including Linux and even DOS® systems. The host can be any system running Windows® XP™, Home or Professional though there are some restrictions with Home. The means of



connection can be a local area network (LAN) or the Internet. A broadband Internet connection over digital subscriber line (DSL, ADSL) or Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) connection improves performance, but it is not necessary. This is because Remote Desktop transfers only the minimal data (such as display data and keyboard data) to remotely operate with the Host computer. Therefore, even low–bandwidth Internet connections or a wired or wireless TCP/IP connection, LAN, WAN, dial-up (Internet), VPN connection will suffice the purpose [11]. Depending on the type and licensing of software to be used with WinConnect®, all users can use and work with the same software at the same time. Files can be stored on the central WinConnect® Server XP™ Host or on the local storage of the Remote Desktop Client (if the Remote Desktop Client is a RDP 5.1-enabled device only and the WinConnect® Server XP™ Host is installed with Windows® XP™ Professional Edition). Data can be stored in the central WinConnect® Server XP™ Host instead of the local PC hard drive. Normally, the server is located in a secured place and is only accessible by an IT personnel who has the rights to do so. The data transmitted from the Remote Desktop Client, usually, takes a path along a secured communication/network, to the WinConnect® Server XP™ Host. Working principle of WinConnect® is depicted in Fig. 4 [11].



report describing the fault and necessary corrective measures as specifically needed by the users for a fast and reliable electrical fault analysis and diagnosis. The automatic analysis system would be available for use via the ASP technology over the Internet in two modes. In the Indirect mode of use, users will need to upload their fault signals via the Internet into the analysis system and will get back the analysis report via the Web and e-mail. In the Direct mode of use, users will be able to use the analysis system remotely (hosted in a central server computer) via the Internet after logging into the system using their login id and password. It will be required to web-enable and integrate various systems in the indirect mode, e.g., the fault analysis engine, the web interface, feedback system etc which are cross-platform from the point of view of operating system and programming languages. So, the Web service would be the perfect technology to integrate and implement the indirect mode of the ASP of the automatic fault analysis system. The direct mode requires extensive and robust remote connectivity and operation. So, for cross-platform remote operation, we propose the use of Thin Client Computing technology, viz., Tarantella® tool for realizing the direct mode of the ASP. In comparison, for predominant Windows® based remote operation, WinConnect® Server XP™ would be the more suitable tool for realizing the direct mode of the ASP from the point of view of operation and implementation complexity and cost-effectiveness. Fig. 5 shows the ASP implementation architecture for the automatic fault analysis.



Fig. 4. WinConnect® Server XP™ Working Principle



VI. APPLICATION EXAMPLES In this section, we will discuss the utilization of the various ASP technologies in a comparative manner for prospective applications namely, ASP of Automatic Fault Analysis in Power Systems and Power Quality monitoring in the mining sector. A. ASP of Automatic Fault Analysis The proposed automatic fault analysis system for the power transmission network in South Africa will accept the fault and disturbance signals from the users in a specified format (IEEE COMTRADE Standard [13]), analyze the signals and return a



Fig. 5. ASP implementation architecture for the Automatic Fault Analysis



B. ASP of Power Quality Monitoring In this proposed application, we use the intelligent Agents technology to create an efficient data acquisition and power quality monitoring system for use in the mining sector [14]. In the mines, there are different processes running, and in each process, there are many some sensitive equipments that can get damaged due to power quality problems e.g., voltage sags, power system faults etc. The proposed multi-agent system will calculate from the instantaneous voltages and cur-



rents the analogue values using a plant control agent. This agent can then calculate active and reactive power flows through a transformer at a plant, active and reactive power flows for substation between different process, real-time MVA values, etc. All the data would be sent to a database agent. The power quality (PQ) monitor agent can then use the calculated values from the plant control agent to monitor the power quality, and when there is a problem, it can inform the PQ solution agent to implement a scheme to solve the power quality problem [14]. As mining processes involve many different software and hardware operations, so it would be beneficial to use the multi-agent based power quality monitoring system as an ASP, because then there would be no need for direct investment in the expensive, sophisticated multi-agent systems, mostly off-track to the mining field. As there are many inter-operability of different operations on different platforms over a network (LAN or WAN depending on the mine area), we propose the use of Thin Client Computing technology, viz., Tarantella® tool for realizing the ASP. For predominant Windows® based remote operation, WinConnect® Server XP™ would be the more suitable tool. VII. CONCLUSIONS We have presented in this paper various aspects of ASPs, key technologies associated with the ASPs with an example. Among the different technologies discussed, Web service has great potential, integrating web-based applications using the XML, SOAP, WSDL and UDDI open standards [2] over an Internet protocol backbone. Thin client computing technology is long-standing and proven for ASPs. Among different thin client computing technologies, Tarantella®[8], Windows® Terminal Services [9] and Citrix®[10] as discussed in this paper are suitable for crossplatform optimized web-based application services. The special tool WinConnect® Server XP™[11] is also quite suitable for Internet based remote application services, especially for Windows® based applications, taking advantage of Microsoft's® Remote Desktop Connection (RDC) [12] technology.



All these technologies have their respective benefits and strong points, and can be utilized synchronously to realize and implement a successful, multi-mode ASP as discussed in the application examples in this paper, Application Service Provider of Automatic Fault Analysis in Power Systems and Power Quality monitoring in the Mining Sector using Multiagent system. REFERENCES [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]
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